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I have divided my papers into two categories: 1) Primary Publications, for which I played a primary role, and 2) Other Publications, for which I played a substantial role in building the detector and acquiring the data (in the case of CDF, largely through my role with the trigger and data access work), and feel knowledgable about the technical aspects of the paper. More recently, as CDF has grown in size, I have adopted the ‘opt-in’ policy of not being on the default author list, but instead having to specifically ask that my name be added to the list of CDF authors for a paper.
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Submitted to IEEE08, October, 2008; Dresden Germany
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100. Kinematics of $t\bar{t}$ Events at CDF, The CDF Collaboration (with F. Abe et al.), Phys. Rev. D63, 032003(2001).

101. Measurement of the Top Quark Mass with the Collider Detector at Fermilab; (with the CDF Collaboration); Phys.Rev.D63, 032003(2001).


103. Search for Gluinos and Scalar Quarks in $p\bar{p}$ Collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 1.8$ TeV using the Missing Energy plus Multijets Signature; (M. Spiropulu, lead author: The CDF Collaboration); EFI-01-22, FERMILAB-PUB-01-084-E; Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 041801(2002).

104. Comparison of the Direct Photon Cross Sections at $\sqrt{s}$=1.8 TeV and $\sqrt{s}$=0.63 GeV; (Dana Partos and Stephen Kuhlmann, lead authors: The CDF Collaboration); Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

105. Measurement of the Mass Difference $m(D^+)-m(D^0)$; (Bill Ashmanskas and Paul Harr, lead authors: The CDF II Collaboration); Phys.Rev.D68:072004,2003

106. Search for the Flavor Changing Neutral Current Decay $D^0 \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ in p anti-p Collisions at $s^{*}(1/2) = 1.96$-TeV; CDF Collaboration (D. Acosta et al.); Phys.Rev.D68:091101,2003


108. Search for $B^0_s \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ and $B^0_s \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ Decays in p anti-p Collisions at $s^{*}(1/2) = 1.96$-TeV; CDF Collaboration (D. Acosta et al.); Phys.Rev.Lett.93:032001,2004


110. “Search for Higgs Bosons Decaying Into b anti-b and Produced In Association With a Vector Boson in proton antiproton Collisions at s**(1/2) = 1.8-TeV”; D. Acosta et al. [CDF Collaboration]; Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 051801 (2005)


121. “Observation of B0(s) - anti-B0(s) Oscillations”; CDF Collaboration (A. Abulencia et al.); Phys.Rev.Lett.97:242003,2006; Archive: hep-ex/0609040

122. “Measurement of the B0(s) - anti-B0(s) Oscillation Frequency”; CDF Collaboration (A. Abulencia et al.); Phys.Rev.Lett.97:062003,2006; Archive: hep-ex/0606027

123. End of ‘other publications’- see Primary publications above

3 US Patents

   Inventors: Henry J. Frisch, Harold Sanders, Fukun Tang, Tim Credo


3. USE OF FLAT PANEL MICROCHANNEL PHOTOMULTIPLIERS IN SAMPLING CALORIMETERS WITH TIMING; Chin-Tu Chen, Woon-Seng Choong, Henry J. Frisch, Jean-Francois Genat, Chien-Min Kao, Heejong Kim, and Fukun Tang, Inventors; Provisional application ANL-IN-09-017 filed.